Brett – Wounded Warrior
Detailed view by Bill Weis
Requirements:
1. Be able to control the lamps next to his bed by voice
2. He needed an adjustable bed
3. Standardize on Google Home for home automation
Solution – High Level:
1. We provided two Wemo switches which gave Brett the ability to voice control
his bedside lamps
2. We reached out to Reverie and told them about Brett and they donated a new
adjustable base that was voice activated.
3. Brett wanted to view the various cameras he has around his house on a single
device.
Details of the Solution
1 – Voice control bedside lamps – Brett has two bedside lamps he wanted to control
using voice commands. We provided two Wemo Smart Mini plugs
2 – Brett needed an adjustable bed that was voice enabled – Because of Brett’s injuries,
he spends much time in bed including meals. For him to sit up and eat comfortably, pillows
were stacked behind him, however they did not always stay in place. A voice enabled
adjustable bed was the best solution for Brett. Our policy at Limited Mobility Solutions is to
fill unmet needs whereby in typical cases someone asks us to add voice control to an
existing adjustable bed. Brett did not have an adjustable bed for us to work with, and since
companies like Reverie have voice solutions for their adjustable beds, we decided to
contact Reverie and we shared Brett’s story with them. We were very pleasantly surprised
when they offered to provide Brett with a great solution that worked with his existing
mattress. How incredibly generous of Reverie to help this wounded warrior.
3 - Brett wanted to view the various cameras he has around his house on a single
device – We contacted Google and they generously donated a Google Nest Hub Max to
Brett so he could view activity on his cameras including doors as well as a camera he uses
to interact with his kids. We also shipped a Google (donated) Pixel3 phone to Brett which
he can use to configure his home automation devices. He likes the phone so much that he
is considering moving to the Pixel 3 phone for his cellular needs as well. Brett will use the
Google Nest Hub Max to also control his voice activated Reverie bed as well as the two
WeMo switches for his bedside lamps.

Resources
Google Home getting started
Google Home Help Forum
Google Home Support Phone number for Google Home hardware support = 855-9719121 (24/7 days a week)
Wemo Support Phone number for Support = 1-844-745-wemo (9366)

